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US oil exports – on the verge of a comeback? 
 
In the 1950s, the US was a significant exporter of crude 
oil. Four decades ago, however, the US decided to 
impose a ban on the export of domestic oil, which pro-
ved a brutal development for the oil industry. This issue is 
now back on the political agenda. 
 
The US ban on the export of crude oil dates back to the 
early 1970s and the presidency of Richard Nixon. As a 
result of the Yom Kippur conflict between Arab states 
and Israel, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) cut back production rates sharply. This 
was an attempt on the part of OPEC to put the West 
under pressure owing to the latter’s pro-Israeli stance. 
The oil price duly quadrupled as a result. As the largest 
consumer of crude oil, the US was particularly affected 
by the oil crisis, and the Americans quickly focused on 
this major threat to national security. Fearing shortages, 
the US Congress resolved that domestically produced oil 
should remain within the US in the future. And so the 
Energy Policy and Conservation Act was born. 
 
Effect of shale oil boom: fuller US inventories, lower 
imports 
(in mn barrels per day) 
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When is crude oil no longer crude oil? 
The days when American oil would never find its way 
beyond US borders have long since gone. For while the 
legislation may prohibit the export of crude oil, it does 
not prevent the export of refined or processed oil pro-
ducts (condensates). The distinction between crude oil 
and oil condensates is blurred. For example, the US 
Department of Commerce allowed two companies to 
export crude oil that was only slightly refined for the first 
time last year. In addition, the US is currently issuing 
exemption approvals for the export of crude oil itself. 
This will enable ultra-light US shale oil to be exchanged 

for heavier oil from Mexico. And this is precisely the 
issue, as the great majority of newly identified deposits 
in America’s shale oil regions contain ultra-light crude. 
By contrast, the major US refineries on the coast of the 
Gulf of Mexico are still predominantly focused on the 
business of processing heavy crude oil. 
 
Shale oil boom fuels desire to sell 
The ban on oil exports was irrelevant for years. Apart 
from anything else, the notion that the US could ever 
become a significant energy exporter once again was 
simply too outlandish – not least because US oil produc-
tion volumes continued to decline, year in, year out. 
Whereas the domestic oil industry was still producing 9 
million barrels a day in the 1980s, this volume would be 
halved over the years that followed. Only the contro-
versial shale oil boom, which was possible due to fra-
cking technology, put an end to this downward trajecto-
ry. Fast forward to today, and US oil companies are 
extracting just as much black gold from the ground as 
they did in the industry’s former heyday. And in parallel 
to this production boom, the US oil industry’s wish to be 
able to sell its accumulated production surpluses on the 
global market has inevitably risen. This has given rise to 
a major political debate, and one in which US politici-
ans are deeply divided. There is no sign that this political 
furore will trigger a complete reversal of export restric-
tions. But recent developments in the US have led to 
repercussions of another kind: With the world’s largest 
economy importing less crude oil from abroad, the pres-
sure of competition has been weighing on oil-producing 
countries more heavily. And fewer purchases of US 
crude are hardly likely to reduce the intensity of the price 
war in the oil market. 
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